Includes links to 4 audio workshops:

In print over
30 years!

The Power of Story
Go & Grow, Write & Speak through the Hurts
How to Write the Personal Experience Story
Write Your Testimony
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Are you battling self-doubts, writer’s block, rejection slips,
procrastination? Thirty-three chapters (172 pages)
to help you “write His answer” and get your work in print.
Even those of us who have been publishing for years go through
times when we need encouragement and a refocusing of our perspective. Marlene provides both in Write His Answer. I appreciate
the fact that she takes us into God’s Word to spend time with Him
as well as sharing her own struggles to let us know we’re not alone.
Lin Johnson - Editor, Christian Writers Market Guide
Director, Write to Publish Conference
When Marlene Bagnull shares her heart with writers, we all feel
the pulse beat of her love for her Lord and for those of us who, like
her, write His answer. How wonderful and remarkable to know
she understands and encourages us with such warmth and grace.
Gayle Roper
Award-winning Author
Write His Answer is not just a book to read and put down. I keep
my copy close to my manuscript and journals, dog-eared and tattered from use. I purchased the original version years ago at the
Greater Philadelphia Christian Writers Conference when I had no
idea how to begin a writing ministry. Although I’m excited about
the new edition, my first copy filled with personal notes is simply
irreplaceable. More than a devotional or a “how-to-and-continueon” manual, Write His Answer is written by a woman who knows
the heart of God and the heart of a writer. This has been a rich
resource to encourage and challenge me to respond and remain
faithful to God’s call and use His Word as my guidance for every
page. This is a classic . . . for keeps.
Verna Bowman
Author and Speaker

Order securely online through the
Write His Answer Bookstore
https://WriteHisAnswer.com/Bookstore
PLUS 130 writing how-to books at a discount

Encouragement and practical help to impact
the lives of your readers. 76 pages.
When I was editorial director over two magazines, I could
always count on Marlene Bagnull to write biblical, practical, and
powerful personal experience stories for us. Here are her step by
step secrets to having over a thousand of her manuscripts published.
James N. Watkins
Award-winning Book and Article Author
Do you need tips on how to tell your story in a way that will transform lives, change minds, or renew hope? It’s time to dive into
Marlene’s latest book. You will discover incredible storytelling
secrets so that the stories of your life can make a lasting impact.
Linda Evans Shepherd
Best-selling Author
Founder, Advanced Writers & Speakers Association
Marlene is the godmother of Christian writing, having encouraged, motivated, and blessed Christian writers for decades. Her
seminars, conferences, and writing have helped launch a thousand
ships that have in turn blessed the world. The words in this book
are solidly rooted in Scripture, molded by practical wisdom, and
bathed in prayer.
David Rupert
Author, Living a Life of Yes
Patheos Columnist
Few have the experience of Marlene Bagnull to teach writers and
to give writers the tools they need to “Write His Answer” and to
do it so well. These are practical items even experienced writers
need reminding of, such as: have a clear focus, stay close to the
Lord, search for truth, reflect (and journal) on your life experiences, stay humble, know your audience—all of this to remind us
that we, as believers in the Lord Jesus, are called to write His
answer to those with so many questions. Written conversationally,
this book invites you to take part in the work with a ready pen.
Eva Marie Everson
Best-selling Author
President, Word Weavers International

